Downtown Restaurants
AG - 181 Peachtree St.
AG is a modern steakhouse concept in the heart of downtown. Drawing inspiration from the hospitality and food offerings of the south, AG offers all-day dining and is known for creative cocktails as well.

Alma Cocina - 191 Peachtree St.
Alma brings a new approach to contemporary Latin and Mexican cuisine. Their traditional regional flavors are bright, fresh and vibrant in mouthwatering authentic Mexican dishes, and they are also known for the most unique tequila selections. Open for lunch and dinner 7 days a week.

Amalfi Pizza - 176 Andrew Young International Blvd.
Open seven days a week for lunch and dinner, Amalfi Pizza is a traditional Neapolitan pizzeria centered around two 6000 pound wood-burning brick ovens imported from Italy.

Atlanta Braves Grill - 200 Peachtree St.
The Braves All Star Grill occupies 8,000 square feet filled with unique Braves memorabilia and enormous video screens making it the perfect place to watch your favorite team and have a great meal with family and friends. Their chef-inspired menu and full bar featuring signature house cocktails offer delicious lunch and dinner options for all.

Benthan - 229 Peachtree St.
Witness as your personal chef performs the ancient art of Teppanyaki and prepares a meal that will dazzle your eyes. Choosing from an array of tender steaks and juicy chickens, sizzling shrimp, lobster savory vegetables or sushi, you can't go wrong for lunch or dinner.

Big Kahuna - 303 Peachtree Center Ave.
Big Kahuna brings Southern California surf inspired Baja-mex and classic American food prepared with a coastal flair. The inspiration has been the surf, sun and extreme fun. Open for lunch and dinner 7 days a week.

Cuts - 60 Andrew Young International Blvd.
Cuts Steakhouse offers a variety of Southern inspired cuisine including steaks, beef short ribs, Southern fried lobster tail, and shrimp & grits, along with an extensive appetizer and wine list. Open daily for both lunch and dinner.

Dantanna's - 190 Marietta St.
Dantanna's combines culinary excellence with the entertainment value of sports to create the ultimate restaurant experience. Dantanna's is one of Atlanta’s most popular upscale sports restaurants, and is open for both lunch and dinner.

Der Biergarten - 300 Marietta St, NW
Der Biergarten gives Atlanta residents and visitors an authentic German experience featuring a cuisine prepared in true German tradition and over a dozen draft beers representing various regions of the country. Monday through Thursday only dinner is offered, and on weekends Atlanta's beer garden is open for both lunch and dinner hours.

Fire of Brazil - 218 Peachtree St.
Large pieces of marinated, slow roasted choice cuts of meat are prepared in the Brazilian tradition. A host of Churrascos parade through the restaurant with choice cuts of grilled Angus beef, chicken, lamb, pork and sausage. All selections are slow roasted over an open flame and seasoned to perfection.

Gibney's Pub - 231 Peachtree Center Ave.
Gibney's is the local neighborhood bar situated in Downtown Atlanta. The Keno, pool tables, shuffleboard, jukebox & multiple video games makes Gibney's the perfect place to grab a beer. The Famous Chili Frito Pie will have you going back again and again. Open for lunch and dinner.

Glenn's Kitchen - 110 Marietta St.
Glenn's Kitchen offers American comfort food with a southern flair from appetizers like Smoked Trout Dip or Crab Cakes, to entries like Shrimp and Grits, or Fried Georgia Chicken. Finish your meal with signature desserts while pairing it with a hand-crafted cocktail and a great wine selection. Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Hard Rock Café - 215 Peachtree St. Situated in downtown Atlanta's Cornerstone Building at the heart of Peachtree Street and Andrew Young International Boulevard, Hard Rock Café Atlanta offers fresh entrees with a local flair. Hard Rock is known for its hospitality and musician memorabilia. Open for lunch and dinner 7 days a week.

Havell Indian Cuisine - 225 Spring St. Havell is one of the top Indian restaurants in Atlanta, known for serving traditional Indian foods such as curry, biryani and tandoori. These classic dishes are made from fresh ingredients only and served for both lunch and dinner.

Legal Sea Foods - 275 Baker St., NW Legal Sea Foods is located in downtown Atlanta's Hilton Garden Inn, across from the Georgia Aquarium and World of Coca-Cola. The two-story restaurant is double the fun for Atlantans who love seafood, with a buddy-worthy Oyster Bar on the street level lounge. Hours include lunch and dinner daily.

Mellow Mushroom - 400 West Peachtree St. This funky, art-filled chain pizzeria features craft beer, colozones & creative stone-baked pizzas. They are the originators of a southern style pizza, with a unique and flavorful crust. Open for lunch and dinner daily.

Morrison's The Steakhouse - 303 Peachtree Center Morrison's is a favorite for power business dinners, a night out on the town or quiet drinks at the bar. Their menu features generous portions of prime aged steaks, fresh seafood, hand-picked produce and elegant desserts.

McCormick & Schmick's Seafood - 190 Marietta St. Enjoy fresh seafood and shellfish to enjoy. Steaks and garden fresh salads. As a guest you will experience culinary excellence at its finest for lunch and dinner. The menùs reflect seafood from the Pacific Rim, Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico.

Pacífic Rim Bistro - 303 Peachtree Center Ave. Located in the beautiful SunTrust Plaza, this modern bistro features floor-to-ceiling windows, lacquered wicker chairs and a large, horseshoe-shaped sushi bar. Pan-Asian cuisine is their specialty and this is the place to go for superior sushi. Open for both lunch and dinner.
Polaris - 265 Peachtree St.
Polaris, the legendary "Blue Dome," is a rotating restaurant and lounge atop the historic Hyatt Regency Atlanta hotel. It has been newly restored and re-tumed to the Atlanta skyline. Polaris serves handcrafted cocktails and a menu of chef-inspired shared plates with amazing panoramic views of the Atlanta skyline. Open for dinner only.

Prime Meridian - 100 CNN Center
Renowned for its outstanding location and magnificent city views of Centennial Olympic Park and the Fountain of Rings, Prime Meridian offers exceptional cuisine in an elegant atmosphere. The executive chef will prepare an unforgettable meal using the most unique local and regional ingredients for breakfast, lunch and dinner!

Ray's in the City - 240 West Peachtree St.
Ray's in the City is the quintessential Downtown Atlanta restaurant. Enjoy hand-cut steaks, made-to-order sushi and seafood flown daily from the Pacific Ocean. Enjoy the good of using only fresh ingredients. Open for lunch and dinner every day.

Room - 400 West Peachtree St.
A modern American steakhouse, Room is the ultimate hot spot for drinks, steaks and sushi. Among its accolades, Room received a 3-star review by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution and Atlanta's Creative Loafing which stated Room is "the perfect modern hotel restaurant!"

Ruth Chris - 267 Marietta St.
Ruth's Chris Steak House is situated in the lobby of the Embassy Suites Hotel, a location that offers a scenic view of Centennial Olympic Park. This steak house is one of the best in the city and open for lunch and dinner.

Stats - 300 Marietta St., NW
STATS is the ultimate location to watch your favorite sporting event with 70 high-definition televisions and gourmet American cuisine. Top bars will be mesmerized by the revolutionary beer system incorporated into the restaurant, which can be experienced daily for lunch and dinner.

Sweet Georgia's Juke Joint - 300 Marietta St.
Sweet Georgia's Juke Joint is the culmination of a deep history of music, food, and drink, and socializing in the South. Located in the former Macy's building, in the heart of downtown Atlanta, this is the perfect dinner spot and also offers Sunday brunch.

Taco Mac - 100 Techwood Drive
Taco Mac offers the most "Craft on Draft" with over 100 taps of craft and local beers, casual American fare, like fresh never-frozen buffalo wings, and 50+ HD TVs for watching all your favorite sports. Taco Mac has grown to over 30 locations in the Southeast, and is open for lunch and dinner.

Ted's Montana Grill - 300 Marietta St.
Ted's Montana Grill is an American restaurant chain specializing in bison. Ted's is a proud tribute to the ingredients, meats and hospitality that define the Great American West. Open for lunch and dinner.

Thrive - 101 Marietta St., NW
Thrive is a casual restaurant where food, drink and lounge meet, pleasuring taste buds from around the world with award-winning dishes and specialty cocktails since 2007. The menu consists of salads, soups, sandwiches, sushi and steaks for both lunch and dinner.

Truva - 60 Andrew Young International Blvd.
Truva is a 60 Andrew Young International Blvd. A comfortable, cozy, unique dining experience that will surpass your expectations. Truva is known for it's Mediterranean cuisine prepared with a fusion. The exotic décor combined with exceptional service will sweep you away for lunch and dinner.

Twin Smokers - 300 Marietta St., NW
The menu features Southern-style barbecue along with fresh sides, craft beers, and strong cocktails. Their smokers and their signature rubs make the difference in flavor. Twin Smokers is open for lunch and dinner every day.
White Oak 270 Peachtree St.
White Oak Kitchen & Cocktails features chef-inspired cuisine using ingredients fresh from the Southern region. The hospitality and ambiance are locally inspired and crafted, and the cocktails and wines are classic yet fresh. Open for both lunch and dinner!
Westside Restaurants
**Bacchanalita** - 1460 Ellsworth Industrial Blvd NW
Set in a slick industrial space in an off-beat neighborhood, Bacchanalita features light and creative plates.

**Barcelona Wine Bar** - 1085 Howell Mill Rd NW
Barcelona offers a delicious array of small and large Spanish plates that turn the mere act of dining out into a joyous communal experience amongst friends and family.

**Bocado** - 887 Howell Mill Rd NW
Bocado offers contemporary, eclectic American cuisine on a rotating seasonal menu, playful and classic cocktails, as well as craft beer and wine.

**Eight Sushi Lounge** - 930 Howell Mill Rd NW
Japanese fare with creative, contemporary touches served in a modern space sporting slick design.

**JCT Kitchen** - 1198 Howell Mill Rd #18
JCT Kitchen & Bar offers upscale, yet casual dining in an atmosphere inspired by the California wine "country" with an East Coast interpretation. Features a menu reminiscent of traditional family favorites.

**Le Fat** - 935 Marietta St NW
Le Fat is a comfortable yet classy restaurant focusing on bold Vietnamese food, plus family-style plates.

**Miller Union** - 999 Brady Ave NW
American eatery with a farm-fresh, Southern-accented menu & a country-modern space.

**The Optimist** - 914 Howell Mill Rd NE
Ford Fry's The Optimist brings a seaside fish camp experience to landlocked Atlanta in a country-modern space with a raw-bar.

**Pijo Belly** - 678 10th St NW
A Small Pig option for Southern/American-meets-Asian dishes, like Korean roast chicken, plus beer.

**5 Seasons Westside Restaurant & Brewery** - 1000 Marietta St NW #204
Spacious brewpub with a rotating selection of beers & eclectic menu of hearty, locally sourced fare.
Old Fourth Ward Restaurants
The Albert - 918 Austin Ave. The Albert is a popular venue particularly on holidays and is known for its drinks. Chef Jeremy is widely known and constantly cooking up amazing meals. Open for lunch and dinner daily.

Fritti - 309 North Highland Ave. Fritti serves authentic Neapolitan Pizza as certified by the Verace Pizza Napoletana Association. Their pizza is prepared according to traditional artisanal methods. The dough is made with 00 Caputo flour, natural yeast, and sea salt. It is baked in a 1000°F wood burning oven, served Italian style whole, not sliced.

AMER - 299 North Highland Ave. AMER serves as an intimate venue for guests to begin and end their evenings. Translating to “bitter” in French, AMER will feature contemporary playful takes on classic cocktails with a focus on bitters and Italian Amari. Open and airy in front, AMER offers a more earthy secluded experience in its wooden private dining room.

Highland Bakery - 655 Highland Ave. Southern dining with traditional comfort and interesting twist. Stop by anytime for our famous Sweet Potato Pancakes, our take on a brunch menu, our decadent desserts and our amazing cakes!

Bacalupo - 753 Edgewood Ave. Tucked away in Atlanta’s historic Inman Park neighborhood is Bacalupo, an Italian-American eatery owned by Atlanta-native chef, Bruce Logue. An intimate restaurant, Bacalupo offers seating for 40 inside and patio dining for 18 guests.

Bartaco - 299 North Highland Ave. Bartaco is inspired by the beach culture of Brazil, Uruguay and Southern California. With upscale street food, a coastal vibe in a relaxed environment, freshly-squeezed juices, specialty cocktails and beer out of a bottle, Bartaco evokes a visit to a stylish beach resort and creates an unforgettable experience.

Kevin Rathbun Steak - 154 Krog St. From the owners of the nationally acclaimed Rathbun’s & Krog Bar in Atlanta, Kevin gets his motivation from where he came from. He continues to bring his savvy Kansas City hospitality and his love of entertaining to the Atlanta area.

Barcelona Atlanta Wine Bar & Restaurant - 210 North Highland Ave. Located just two miles east of downtown Atlanta, Inman Park is not only the home of beautiful Victorian mansions and contemporary lofts, but also a culinary destination. Barcelona offers the neighborhood a delicious array of Spanish small and large dishes.

Bread & Butterfly - 290 Elizabeth St. Bread & Butterfly, a whimsical café & bistro located in the heart of Inman Park, is a European-inspired space to enjoy food and drink from early morning to late night.

Folk Art - 655 North Highland Ave. Folk Art is a breakfast, lunch, dinner and brunch spot specializing in all-day diner-style favorites such as chicken-and-waffles, eggs any style; jumbo biscuits with house made jellies or sausage gravy; signature roasted pork chili; fried chicken sandwiches and so much more!

MF Sushi - 299 North Highland Ave. Chef Chris is a self-taught master, a chef who is pushing the boundaries of flavor that can be contained in a single bite of night. Having mastered the precise minutiae of knife-work and traditional techniques, he forged beyond that.
One Bared Stag - 1029 Edgewood Ave.
Robert Phalen's outré brunch menu beckons jaded palates—no surprise it's a regular haunt for restaurant pros and food writers. Start the day gently with thick Greek-style yogurt scattered with fruit and nuts, or go the full Phalen with a stack of sourdough waffles.

Parish - 240 N. Highland Ave.
Located on the main floor of the historic space, Parish Restaurant serves a variety of New American and French-inspired dishes with modern twists. Located just off the beaten path, there is a neighborhood café downstairs and a brasserie upstairs. Open seven days a week.

Pure Taqueria - 300 N. Highland Ave.
Chris Sedgwick and Michele Sedgwick, long-time Alpharetta residents and successful Atlanta restaurateurs, were looking for a new way to express their style and their love of food. They found the inspiration they were seeking with their take on an authentic Mexican taqueria.

Rathbun's - 112 Krog St.
This Modern-American menu “weaves the richest tapestry of new American cooking”. Located in a 100-year-old building near Inman Park with a modern, warehouse feel, the open kitchen, vibrant colors and jazzy, urban tone excite one immediately after walking through the fuchsia door.

Sertas - 659 Auburn Ave.
The first independent restaurant from revered Atlanta chef Scott Serpas, is located in a converted cotton storage facility of the Pavilion in Studioplex in the historic Old Fourth Ward. The food features cuisine that is true to its origin, handcrafted by the New Orleans native chef and owner.

Sotto Sotto - 313 N. Highland Ave.
Subdued style and authentic Italian ingredients make this a great neighborhood spot and cross-town destination. Sotto Sotto is known for its traditional and simple food. Open daily for dinner.

TWO Urban Licks - 800 Ralph McGill Blvd.
TWO Urban Licks may be the most striking space in Atlanta. Located in a massive warehouse on the edge of Poncey Highland and Old Fourth Ward, TWO has incredible wood-fired cuisine, live rotating ritsseries, a unique wine on tap barrel wall, live music and breathtaking skyline views. Open for dinner and weekend brunch!

Wisteria - 471 North Highland Ave.
Located in the Historic Atlanta neighborhood of Inman Park, our cuisine, contemporary American with a Southern twist, is sure to please every palate. Come in and enjoy an inviting and cozy atmosphere with Chef Jason Hill’s seasonal menu.
Midtown Restaurants
Bar Margot - 75 14th St., NE
A collaborative effort with Chef Ford Fry and Four Seasons Atlanta Executive Chef Robert Gesteneker, Bar Margot’s menu includes handmade pasta, charcuterie and cheeses, craft espressos and high-quality coffee selections, with a beverage program curated by Paul Galvanti and Greg Best, two of Atlanta’s most celebrated bartenders.

Baraonda - 710 Peachtree St.
At Baraonda, tradition is a way of life that is relished and often celebrated with good friends, great joy and exceptional food. Our friendly bartenders & staff are ready to see you in one of our dining rooms, bar or patio.

Burger Fi - 77 12th St., NE
This flavor and tenderness that we've come to expect in a fine steak, is now made possible in a hamburger. The modern design of the restaurant allows for relaxation or fast food if necessary. Open for lunch and dinner.

5 Church - 1197 Peachtree St., NE
This American restaurant in Midtown with cutting edge interior design & sophisticated ambiance is the perfect setting for your next corporate, social, or charitable event. 5 Church is available for an intimate group or extravagant gala for lunch on weekdays and dinner.

The Consulate - 10 10th St., NE
Travel with us nightly as we visit India, Ireland, Korea and Brazil on a culinary journey like no other. The menu has a rotating country of inspiration that changes every three months! Open for dinner only.

Cypress Street Pint & Plate - 817 West Peachtree St.
Cypress Street Pint & Plate is a throwback to when the drinks were always cold, the food was always hot, and the bar staff knew your name. With fourteen beers on tap, forty bottled selections, and a fully stocked selection of wine and spirits, Cypress has become a local favorite neighborhood haunt.

Empire State South - 999 Peachtree St., NE
Empire State South takes a modern approach to creating authentic Southern dishes, relying on the beautiful foods of this region. A community restaurant that appeals to a broad range, Empire State South is open for breakfast, lunch, and dinner with a to-go lunch program.

Ecco - 407th St., NE
Located in the heart of Midtown Atlanta is Ecco — a nationally recognized restaurant flawlessly delivering seasonal European cuisine with a cosmopolitan flair in the inviting warmth of your favorite neighborhood restaurant.

Escorpion - 800 Peachtree St, NE
Escorpion is a regionally inspired Mexican tequila bar and cantina from chef-owner Ricardo Ullio, capturing the authentic tastes and ingredients indigenous to Mexico.

The Federal - 1050 Crescent Ave.
Located in Midtown Atlanta, The Federal is the latest project of chefs Shaun Doty and Lance Gummere. The chefs have created a pocket-sized bistro inspired by their travels around the world. French cuisine and the traditional American Steakhouse. open all day!

Fork & Juniper - 125 10th St., NE
Featuring a seasonable menu of reimagined homestyle Southern classics, our chef honors tradition with every dish, infusing each with something new. It’s the perfect marriage of comfort and culinary adventure, with market-fresh flavor at the forefront. Open all day!

Front Page News - 1104 Crescent Ave.
Whether you're looking for a great place to drink after work, a family friendly place to take the kids, a French Quater style brunch on the patio, or a late night drink... Front Page News is the answer. They offer the best patio and tavern style dining in Atlanta. Open for both lunch and dinner daily!
The Lawrence - 905 Juniper St.
We strive to provide you with the best neighborhood dining experience, expansive list of drinks from the cocktail bar, and the most delectable Americana cuisine in the area.

Tin Lizzy's Cantina - 1136 Crescent Ave. NE
Tin Lizzy's Cantina is known for their refreshing margaritas, friendly service, lively music, and of course, Tex-Mex Cuisine. Open for both lunch and dinner!

Longleaf - 30 North Ave. NE
Longleaf, a two-level contemporary glass structure nestled in the heart of the Atlanta Botanical Gardens, offers full-service dining and a grab-and-go café. Guests can enjoy the rooftop terrace where they drink in the beauty of Storza Woods, Alston Overlook, and the Atlanta skyline beyond. Open daily for lunch and dinner except for Monday!

Marlow's Tavern - 930 W Peachtree
Marlow's Tavern features American Tavern fare and serves as a neighborhood gathering spot. Enjoy the modern twist on a classic tavern menu elevated to gourmet levels. Open for lunch and dinner daily!

Negril Village - 30 North Ave. NE
By mixing island panache with Southern charm, Negril Village continues its savvy approach to Caribbean dining. The mash-up results in foodie-forward menu items.

Oceanair Seafood Room - 1100 Peachtree St.
This lavish seafood restaurant trumpets a global selection of fresh fish and oysters. Their freshness sets them apart from the rest, with a changing menu based on the availability of fish from the world's most reputable suppliers. Open for both lunch and dinner.

One. Midtown Kitchen - 559 Dutch Valley Rd.
One of Atlanta's premier dining hotspots, One. Midtown Kitchen led a restaurant resurgence to Midtown and elevated the Atlanta culinary scene. Wood-fired cooking combined with a skyline view creates a one-of-a-kind dining experience. Open for dinner and Sunday brunch!

10th & Piedmont - 991 Piedmont Ave.
Serving seasonally inspired Tapas dishes for sharing, 10th & Piedmont's talented culinary team uses multi-cultural borderless flavors and organic ingredients to execute global cuisine with a regional Southern influence.

Poor Calvin's - 510 Piedmont Ave.
Poor Calvin's is a unique oasis in Downtown Atlanta that offers a menu of fresh, seasonal dishes with Southern influences. This quaint restaurant, acknowledged as one of Atlanta's best kept secrets.

Pasta Da Puccinella - 1123 Peachtree Wlk NE
Pasta Da Puccinella is the ultimate cozy Italian dining restaurant. Chef Bibbiano has been the heart of Pasta Da Puccinella for over fifteen years. The restaurant's original menu is diligently maintained, all while creating additional dishes each week with the freshest ingredients.

Public School 404 - 930 Howell Mill Rd.
This gastropub serves exclusively craft beer and a variety of burgers. Be sure to join “recess” or happy hour from 3-6 daily, and dine for lunch or dinner any day of the week!
Ra Sushi - 1080 Peachtree St.
Ra Sushi Atlanta offers your favorite sushi, signature rolls, and Japanese Fusion Cuisine. Enjoy it all inside amongst chic décor or on the lovely patio. Ra is consistently awarded for its fresh sushi, creative cocktails, killer happy hour, and musically inspired nightlife. Open for lunch, dinner and evening hours.

RI RA Irish Pub - 1080 Peachtree St.
RI RA Irish Pub meticulously restored in Ireland and shipped to the US. RI RA embodies everything that you would expect from a genuine Irish pub. Stepping through the door at RI RA is like being transported to another era, and good food is accompanied by whiskey and beer. Open for lunch and dinner 7 days a week.

South City Kitchen - 1144 Crescent Ave.
In the heart of Midtown Atlanta, a beloved bungalow restaurant nestled among the city's modern skyscrapers, serves Southern classics with a sophisticated spin and voted the Best All Around Restaurant in Atlanta and enjoyed for over two decades. Open daily for lunch and dinner!

The Steamhouse Lounge - 1051 West Peachtree St.
Expect to find award-winning lobster bisque, the freshest seafood, ice cold bottle beer and the signature Goombay Smash. Steamhouse offers a laid-back atmosphere with tables and booths inside the two-level space, a wrap around outdoor deck and patio dining with an outdoor bar. Open from 11 am to midnight 7 days a week.

STK - 1075 Peachtree St. NE
STK artfully blends two concepts into one - the modern steakhouse and chic lounge. Theatrical lights illuminate each table, while smoky mirrors allow patrons to catch a glimpse of the surroundings while a DJ creates an energetic vibe throughout the entire space. Dinner only.

Tabla - 77 12th St.
Welcome to Tabla, an authentic Indian restaurant with a modern twist! The restaurant boasts a contemporary ambiance mixed in with traditional cuisine. The menu is full of flavors that can entice any palate. Tabla also offers a unique list of cocktails inspired by Indian spice infused liqueurs. Open for lunch and dinner daily.

Top - 1180 Peachtree St.
Fresh ingredients, seasonal flavors, palateable pours and thirst-quenching brews all fuse together to create a unique, culinary experience in a cordial setting. Locally grown ingredients are a staple at Top, making it a truly local experience. Open for lunch and dinner 7 days a week.

Tavernpointe - 1545 Peachtree St.
Welcome to Tavernpointe, a classic gastropub taking your old favorites to new heights! There, they balance the comfort of pub grub with the excitement of modern culinary panache. There is also fully stocked bar with a wide selection of beer and cocktails on draft and an eclectic wine menu. Open for lunch and dinner except on Sundays!

Time - 793 Juniper St. NE
Time Restaurant, located in the heart of Midtown, offers patrons to enjoy hand crafted cocktails and eclectic American cuisine. Experience the fine flavors of Executive Chef, Alexander Kybett in the modern dining room spanning two floors.

The Varsity - 61 North Ave.
The World’s Largest Drive-in sits on more than two acres and can accommodate 500 cars and over eight hundred people inside. On days of Georgia Tech football games up to 30,000 people visit The Varsity.

The Vortex - 878 Peachtree St.
The Vortex has been honored with “Best Burger” awards by a multitude of local and national publications from the day it opened for business in Atlanta.